Text Messaging solutions
Enhanced with SMS+

SMS Machine to Machine M2M
OVERVIEW

ATM software detects faults for resolution. Vending machines know when they are getting
low on stock. As machines connect to the internet, the use of SMS to alert engineers when
equipment needs re-stocking, maintenance or repair allows fast response to critical events.

Secure, Reliable, Compliant,
Managed and IT ready
FEATURES

- Work with software developers
- Add SMS as a communication aid to existing
applications
- Connectivity to company’s IT and product
solutions
- For sensitive communications
BENEFITS OF 2SMS

-

Information security: ISO 27001:2013
Customer support: 24x7
Flexible pricing
Cloud storage of message records
Audit Trail of delivery and read events
TRUSTe certified privacy
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Our software add-ins provide ready to go connectivity for
software developers to leverage SMS into their own M2M
applications. If you are technically minded, visit our
developers center to learn more about our API’s, gain
access to code samples showing how to add SMS into
your software. We have code samples in the major programming languages.

CONTACT 2SMS
Trent House, University Way,
Cranfield,
Bedfordshire MK43 0AN
UK
T +44 (800) 652 2277
8951 Cypress Waters Blvd,
Suite 160
Dallas, TX 75019
USA
T +1-877-276-7266
support@2sms.com
www.2sms.com

Message:

UPGRADE WITH SMS+

SMS+ enhances regular SMS. With longer message
length and rich content, you also gain the ability to
brand your messages with your corporate logo.
You can encrypt your messages, and set them
to expire after a certain time. Messages sent via
SMS+ can be read only by the intended user,
providing the ideal solution for your more
sensitive communications.

To learn more, please call
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